
 “On Summer” – Lorraine Hansberry 

It has taken me a good number of years to come to any measure of respect for summer. I was, being May-born, 

literally an “infant of the spring” and, during the later childhood years, tended, for some reason or other, to rather worship 

the cold aloofness of winter. The adolescence, admittedly lingering still, brought the traditional passionate commitment to 

melancholy autumn – and all that. For the longest kind of time I simply thought that summer was a mistake. 

In fact, my earliest memory of anything at all is of waking up in a darkened room where I had been put to bed for a nap on 

a summer’s afternoon, and feeling very, very hot. I acutely disliked the feeling then and retained the bias for years. It had 

originally been a matter of the heat but, over the years, I came actively to associate displeasure with most of the usually 

celebrated natural features and social by-products of the season: the too-grainy texture of sand, the too-cold coldness of 

the various waters we constantly try to escape into, and the icky-perspiry feeling of bathing caps. 

It also seemed to me, esthetically speaking, that nature had got inexcusably carried away on the summer question and let 

the whole thing get to be rather much. By duration alone, for instance, a summer’s day seemed maddeningly excessive; an 

utter overstatement. Except for those few hours at either end of I, objects always appeared in too sharp a relief against 

backgrounds; shadows too pronounced and light too blinding. It always gave me the feeling of walking around in a 

motion picture which had been too artsily-craftsily exposed. Sound also had a way of coming to the ear without that 

muting influence, marvelously common to winter, across patios or beaches or through the woods. I suppose I found it too 

stark and yet too intimate a season. 

My childhood Southside summers were the ordinary city kind, full of the street games which other rememberers have 

turned into fine ballets these days and rhymes that anticipated what some people insist on calling modern poetry: 

Oh Mary Mack, Mack, Mack 

All dressed in black, black, black 

With the silver buttons, buttons, buttons 

All down her back, back, back 

She asked her mother, mother, mother 

For fifteen cents, cents, cents 

To see the elephant, elephant, elephant 

Jump the fence, fence, fence 

Well, he jumped so high, high, high 

‘Til he touched the sky, sky, sky 

And he didn’t come back, back, back 

‘Til the Fourth of Ju-ly, ly, ly! 

Evenings were spent mainly on the back porches where screen doors slammed in the darkness with those really very 

special summertime sounds. And, sometimes, when Chicago nights got too steamy, the whole family got into the car and 

went to the park and slept out in the open on blankets. Those were, of course, the best times of all because the grownups 

were invariably reminded of having been children in rural parts of the country and told the best stories then. And it was 

also cool and sweet to be on the grass and there was usually the scent of freshly cut lemons or melons in the air. And 

Daddy would like on his back, as fathers must, and explain about how men thought the stars above us came to be and how 

far away they were. I never did learn to believe that anything could be as far away as that. Especially the stars. 

My mother first took us south to visit her Tennessee birthplace one summer when I was seven or eight, I think. I woke up 

on the back seat of the car while we were still driving through some place called Kentucky and my mother was pointing 

out to the beautiful hills on both sides of the highway and telling my brothers and my sister about how her father had run 

away and hidden from his master in those very hills when he was a little boy. She said that his mother had wandered 

among the wooded slopes in the moonlight and left food for him in secret places. They were very beautiful hills and I 

looked out at them for miles and miles after that wondering who and what a master might be. 
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I remember being startled when I first saw my grandmother rocking away on her porch. All my life I had heard that 

she was a great beauty and no one had ever remarked that they meant a half century before. The woman that I met was 

as wrinkled as a prune and could hardly hear and barely see and always seemed to be thinking of other times. But she 

could still rock and talk and even make wonderful cupcakes which were like cornbread, only sweet. She was captivated by 

automobiles and, even though it was well into the Thirties, I don’t think she had ever been in one before we came down 

and took her driving. She was a little afraid of them and could not seem to negotiate the windows, but she loved driving. 

She died the next summer and that is all that I remember about her, except that she was born in slavery and had memories 

of it and they didn’t sound anything like Gone With the Wind. 

Like everyone else, I have spent whole or bits of summers in many different kinds of places since then: camps and resorts 

in the Middle West and New York State; on an island; in a tiny Mexican village; Cape Cod, perched atop the Truro bluffs 

at Longnook Beach that Millay wrote about; or simply strolling the streets of Provincetown before the hours when the 

parties begin. 

And, lastly, I do not think that I will forget the days spent, a few summers ago, at a beautiful lodge built right into the 

rocky cliffs of a bay on the Maine coast. We met a woman there who had lived a purposeful and courageous life and who 

was then dying of cancer. She had, characteristically, just written a book and taken up painting. She had also been of 

radical viewpoint all her life; one of those people who energetically believe that the world can be changed for the better 

and spend their lives trying to do just that. And that was the way she thought of cancer; she absolutely refused to award it 

the stature of tragedy, a devastating instance of the brooding doom and inexplicability of the absurdity of human destiny, 

etc., etc. The kind of characterization given, lately, as we all know, to far less formidable foes in life than cancer. 

But for this remarkable woman it was a matter of nature in imperfection, implying, as always, work for man to do. It was 

an enemy, but a palpable one with shape and effect and source; and if it existed, it could be destroyed. She saluted it 

accordingly, without despondency, but with a lively, beautiful and delightfully ribald anger. There was one thing, she felt, 

which would prove equal to its relentless ravages and that was the genius of man. Not his mysticism, but man with tubes 

and slides and the stubborn human notion that the stars are very much within our reach. 

The last time I saw her she was sitting surrounded by her paintings with her manuscript laid out for me to read, because, 

she said, she wanted to know what a young person would think of her thinking; one must always keep up with what young 

people thought about things because, after all, they were change.  

Every now and then her jaw set in anger as we spoke of things people should be angry about. And then, for relief, she 

would look out at the lovely bay at a mellow sunset settling on the water. Her face softened with love of all that beauty 

and, watching her, I wished with all my power what I knew she was wishing: that she might live to see at least one more 

summer. Through her eyes I finally gained the sense of what it might mean; more than the coming autumn with its 

pretentious melancholy; more than an austere and silent winter which must shut dying people in for precious months; 

more even than the frivolous spring, too full of too many false promises, would be the gift of another summer with its 

stark and intimate assertion of neither birth nor death but life at the apex; with the gentlest nights and, above all, the 

longest days. 

I heard later that she did live to see another summer. And I have retained my respect for the noblest of the seasons. 
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